
DEVOTIONAL STUDY GUIDE

Week 4: Matthew 5:31-32; 19:3-9, Ephesians 5:28-29
Getting Started

If you could have any superpower related to promoting equality and justice, what would it be and how would you use it to create positive change in the world?

Discussion Questions

In what ways can power be used to oppress others? Can you provide examples?

Can you recall a time when you felt unsafe in a relationship? How did it affect your

mental and emotional well-being?

What are some strategies or practices that can help cultivate a safe environment

in a relationship?

How can feelings of safety or lack thereof impact our ability to communicate

effectively in a relationship?

What steps can we take to ensure that our relationships are built on a foundation

of safety and trust?

What are some warning signs that a relationship may be unsafe? How can we

recognize and address these signs?

How can we determine whether a relationship is healthy or not? What are some

indicators of a healthy relationship?

How can we engage in constructive dialogue with others who may hold different

perspectives on power and oppression?

What can we do as individuals to challenge our own biases and work towards

dismantling systems of oppression in our personal and professional lives?

Is there a powerful person in your life that makes you feel safe and respected?  

What are some reasons that marriages may fail, leading to divorce? How can we

address these reasons and promote healthier relationships?

How can we bring safety and trust into our marriages? 

"As You Go" Application Activity

1. Think about a time when you witnessed or experienced power dynamics in a

relationship that made you feel unsafe or marginalized. This could be a situation

where someone in the relationship held more power or control, or where you felt

your needs were not being met or respected. (Example: at work, family, extended

family, friendships, groups)

2. Using a blank sheet of paper, draw a visual representation of the power

dynamics in the relationship or write a re�ection piece. Use colors, symbols, or

other elements to represent different aspects of the relationship, such as the

individuals involved, their actions or behaviors, and the emotions or feelings involved.

3. Re�ect on the visual or written representation you created. Use the following

prompts to guide your re�ection:

What patterns or themes emerge from the visual representation? Are there

certain behaviors or actions that are particularly salient or noticeable?

How do the power dynamics in the relationship impact your sense of safety or

security? In what ways did they contribute to an unhealthy relationship?

What did you learn from this  about the importance of feeling safe and secure in

relationships? How does this relate to the thesis that we need to feel safe to have

healthy relationships?

What actions can you take to promote safety and trust in your relationships? How

can you use your own power and privilege to support others who may be

marginalized or oppressed in their relationships?

4. Finally, share your visual representation and re�ections with a trusted friend or mentor. Take time with this person to discuss your insights and ideas for promoting

healthy relationships.


